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Welcome

Welcome to Katell, a company specialising in 
the design and manufacture of high quality 
fires and fireplaces. 
Our ongoing commitment to high quality and exceptional performance is 
reflected in this stunning collection of electric fireplaces.  

Each fireplace is lovingly designed and created here in the UK and our 
team of skilled craftsmen ensure products are perfectly suited to your 
interior and changing lifestyle. 

Admiring our fires and fireplaces first hand is the best way to appreciate 
their stunning design and quality. 

Working with leading fireplace retailers across the UK, we are confident 
you will find the perfect electric fireplace for your home.

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Introduction

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Caring for our environment
When you buy a timber electric fireplace 
from us, you can be confident that you’re 
helping to protect the planet. That’s because 
all our timber is sourced from FSC approved 
suppliers, who use certified and well 
managed forests.

Certified Quality 
Enjoy peace of mind when you buy from our 
range of quality assured products. Certified 
to the latest ISO9001:2015 standards, all our 
electric fireplaces come complete with a 
12-month warranty. 

Proud to be British 
Our market-leading product range is 
manufactured by us, in the UK, at our 
50,000 sq ft base – home to the latest CNC 
machinery. With room for continued growth 
and expansion, we’re proud to create British 
products for British homes. 

1 2  M O N T H
W A R R A N T Y

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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About Katell

World class 
customer service 
With us, you’ll experience the best possible 
service. We’ve always been at the forefront of 
customer care – and our friendly, trained team 
are on-hand to answer your technical queries 
and provide the solutions you need.

Fires & fireplaces 
In addition to this beautiful selection of 
electric fireplaces, Katell manufactures timber 
surrounds and inset fires. To see our full 
collection of products and services, visit our 
website at www.katell.co.uk 

https://www.katell.co.uk/
https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection from Katell is an exciting range of 
electric fireplaces featuring a stunning range of electric 
fires including the Optimyst flame effect. These fires really 
have to be seen to appreciate how realistic, atmospheric 
and stunning the flame effects are.
Choose from a range of finishes to suit your home style and decor, our pearlescent finishes 
provide something special whilst our soft white finishes create a modern look ideal for 
contemporary interiors - the choice is ultimately yours! 

There’s a fireplace in the range to suit every property type and every room setting to create a 
welcoming focal point with great visual impact.

Italia Eco Fireplaces
Designed to meet the new EcoDesign legislation, our Italia Eco fireplaces are 
equipped with the latest technologies to help improve your energy savings 
and protect the environment.

Heater Controls 
Italia Eco fireplaces feature the latest heater controls that regulate their use through 
intelligent sensing and timers. 

Room temperature control & open window detection 
When the control detects a rapid drop in room temperature, it is perceived a 
window or door has been opened and the fire will cut off saving energy. When the 
temperature starts to increase the fire returns to normal operation. 

7 day timer operation 
The fire can be set to operate at specific times each day throughout the week. 
These times can be changed to suit your personal choice 

Adaptive start operation 
This operation switches on the fire in advanced of the programmed start time to 
ensure the room temperature is correct. 

Thermostat control 
All our Italia Eco fireplaces feature an electronic thermostat. The fire provides 
automatic heat control producing up to 2kW heat when required.

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection

Italia Optimyst 
The beauty of a real fire with the 
simplicity of electric, thats what an 
Optimyst brings to your home. 

Patented technology creates an ultra-fine 
water mist that rises up through the log-
bed. A glowing light reflects against the 
mist creating an illusion of flames and 
smoke - so authentic it may be mistaken 
for the real thing. 

Look out for our eight Optimyst models, 
you wont be disappointed.

Product Index
Italia Eco Fireplaces
Amalfi 8
Delfina 10
Luminess 12
Merone 14
Palermo 16
Savona 18
Valdina 20

Italia Optimyst 
Arona 22
Genoa 24
Larino 26
Napoli 28
Salerno 30
Siena 32
Verona 34
Vittoria 36

Inset Eco Electric Fires
Capri 38
Rome 39
Sicily 39
Torino 39

Wall Mounted Eco Electric Fire
Corvus 40

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
A perfect marriage of traditional and modern design features, the Italia Amalfi 
electric fireplace will bring understated elegance to a room of any style. 

In a choice of finishes, with a chunky shelf and inner edge moulded detail, it’s the stunning 
high-gloss charcoal chamber, which really adds a high-end contemporary twist.

Beautifully crafted to create a striking focal point for your room, the Amalfi is part 
of the Eco collection. Featuring an integrated electric fire with LEDs – designed to 
provide a realistic pattern of dancing flames over a glowing log bed – it will create a 
warm, welcoming environment.

Features

• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Smooth Grey 
• Terrano Grey

Amalfi 

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1030mm 1220mm (48”) 400mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection |  Amalfi

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
Simple linear detail and distinctive landscape format ensures the low-level Italia Delfina 
electric fireplace will add high-end style to a contemporary or traditional home.

Choose from two subtle yet luxurious pearlescent finishes or smooth white, to perfectly 
complement your interior décor. 

The integrated Eco Design electric fire features an authentic log-style bed with optional 
decorative crystals. Enjoy up to 2kW of heat from it or simply use the flame effect for a 
welcoming glow. And thanks to the clever ‘smart remote’, you’re in control of a range of 
functions. Set a daily or 7-day timer, adjust the heat with the integrated thermostat or use 
the ingenious ‘draft feature’, which turns the heat off if a sudden drop in room temperature is 
detected, saving energy. 

Features

• Low level landscape fireplace so you can position your TV at eye-level
• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer 
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Pearlescent River 
• Pearlescent Sand 
• Smooth White

Delfina

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

880mm 1440mm (57”) 300mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Delfina

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
Bold and contemporary, the Italia Luminess electric fireplace with its wide, landscape 
design and dramatic expanse of flames will make a strong style statement.

Perfect for large rooms and open-plan living, it comes in a choice of widths to suit 
your space. In cool smooth white and terrano grey - with ingenious built in storage for 
magazines, books and media equipment. Add the LED light strip for an even more eye-
catching look.

The integrated Eco Design electric fire features an authentic log-style bed. Enjoy up to 2kW 
of heat from it or simply use the flame effect for a welcoming glow. And thanks to the clever 
‘smart remote’, you’re in control of a range of functions. Set a daily or 7-day timer, adjust the 
heat with the integrated thermostat or use the ingenious ‘draft feature’, which turns the heat 
off if a sudden drop in room temperature is detected, saving energy. 

Features

• Low level landscape fireplace so you can position your TV at eye-level
• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Optional LED ambient mood lighting can be added to the base of fire
• Storage compartment
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

Smooth White
Terrano Grey

Luminess

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

902mm

902mm

2100mm (83”)

1600mm (63”)

302mm

302mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Luminess

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
Understated yet impressive, the Italia Merone electric fireplace will bring elegant 
simplicity to a modern or classic interior, thanks to its pared-back design.

In a choice of finishes – pearlescent or smooth – and a selection of colours, you can opt 
for the surround that matches your décor. Featuring flames that span almost the full 
width of the fireplace, the effect is striking. Add the LED light pack to create even  
more impact.

The integrated Eco Design electric fire features an authentic log-style bed. Enjoy up to 
2kW of heat from it or simply use the flame effect for a welcoming glow. And thanks 
to the clever ‘smart remote’, you’re in control of a range of functions. Set a daily or 
7-day timer, adjust the heat with the integrated thermostat or use the ingenious ‘draft 
feature’, which turns the heat off if a sudden drop in room temperature is detected, 
saving energy. 

Features

• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Optional LED light pack available
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Pearlescent River/Salina Grey 
• Pearlescent Sand/Salina Grey 
• Smooth Grey/Salina Grey 
• Smooth White/Salina Grey

Merone

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

951mm 1304mm (51”) 360mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Merone

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
A modern classic, the compact and perfectly-proportioned Italia 
Palermo electric fireplace blends timeless design with a host of 
contemporary features.

Choose from a pearlescent or smooth finish – each of which contrast with the 
striking anthracite chamber and plinth, to showcase the stunning flames to 
their best effect.

The integrated Eco Design electric fire features an authentic log-style 
bed. Enjoy up to 2kW of heat from it or simply use the flame effect for a 
welcoming glow. And thanks to the clever ‘smart remote’, you’re in control 
of a range of functions. Set a daily or 7-day timer, adjust the heat with the 
integrated thermostat or use the ingenious ‘draft feature’, which turns the 
heat off if a sudden drop in room temperature is detected, saving energy. 

Features

• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Stunning eye catching design
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Pearlescent River/Anthracite 
• Pearlescent Sand/Anthracite 
• Smooth White/Anthracite

Palermo

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1026mm

1126mm

1186mm (47”) 

1459mm (57”)

350mm

350mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Palermo

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
With its clean lines and minimal styling, the wall-mounted Italia Savona electric 
fireplace is a cool and contemporary low-level design, ideal for modern interiors. 

In a choice of smooth white or grey finish – with contrasting Salina grey shelf – it 
will work with a wide range of colour schemes, giving you a versatile look. Add the 
optional mood light with 13 colours to create an eye-catching and cosy feel.

The integrated Eco Design electric fire features an authentic log-style bed. Enjoy up to 
2kW of heat from it or simply use the flame effect for a welcoming glow. And thanks 
to the clever ‘smart remote’, you’re in control of a range of functions. Set a daily or 
7-day timer, adjust the heat with the integrated thermostat or use the ingenious ‘draft 
feature’, which turns the heat off if a sudden drop in room temperature is detected, 
saving energy.

Features

• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer 
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Optional LED ambient fireplace mood lighting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Smooth White
• Smooth Grey

Savona

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

668mm 1460mm (57”) 269mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Savona

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Eco Electric Fireplace
Understated yet rich in detail, the compact Italia Valdina electric fireplace is 
intricately designed to deliver a look that will stand the test of time.

The surround comes in a range of finishes – pearlescent or smooth – each of which 
has a contrasting chamber colour to create a high-end feel. A deep shelf across the 
top adds character and enduring style. 

The integrated Eco Design electric fire features an authentic log-style bed. Enjoy up to 
2kW of heat from it or simply use the flame effect for a welcoming glow. And thanks 
to the clever ‘smart remote’, you’re in control of a range of functions. Set a daily or 
7-day timer, adjust the heat with the integrated thermostat or use the ingenious ‘draft 
feature’, which turns the heat off if a sudden drop in room temperature is detected, 
saving energy. 

Features

• Smart remote control with a Eco compliant features – see page 6
• 7 day programmable timer
• Tailored fuel bed options. Logs, Ember effects & Ice Crystals large & small
• Ambient fuel bed mood lights with thirteen colour options
• Realistic Live flame effect with three colour options and brightness setting
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Stunning eye catching design
• Eco Design compliant
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Pearlescent River/Anthracite  
• Pearlescent Sand/Anthracite
• Smooth White/Pearlescent

Valdina

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

982mm

1057mm

1194mm (47”)

1448mm (57”)

310mm

310mm

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Valdina

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
A stately Tudor-inspired design with a clean modern finish, the 
Italia Arona Optimyst electric fireplace is impeccably detailed for a 
timeless look and a premium feel.

The smooth white surround frames a distinctive grey marble effect 
chamber, complete with realistic ‘flame and smoke’ fire, to create 
statement style and an impressive focal point for your room. 

Giving you the allure of an open fire and the mess-free ease of an 
electric fireplace, Optimyst technology creates a fine mist which is 
illuminated to create the convincing 3-dimensional ‘flame and smoke’ 
effect. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth from the concealed 
heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

• Optimyst realistic flame pattern
• Glowing log fuel bed 
• Marble effect chamber 
• Provides 1kW - 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

Smooth White c/w a Di Bosc Grey chamber

Arona

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1069mm 1215mm (48”) 400mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Arona

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
Boasting a strong, traditional look with no shortage of modern features, the 
Italia Genoa Optimyst electric fireplace is a classic that works in a timeless or 
period-style property.

The simple, smooth white surround with intricate profiling detail contrasts impeccably 
with the ribbed matt black chamber, where the realistic Optimyst log bed nestles.

Designed to give you real fire appeal and electric fireplace convenience, Optimyst 
technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 
3-dimensional look of an open fire. 

Features

• Optimyst fire technology
• 1 & 2kW heat settings with flame effect only setting
• Can be installed against any flat wall 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

Smooth White

Genoa

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1112mm 1223mm (48”) 400mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Genoa

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
A simple design with classical influence, the Italia Larino Optimyst electric fireplace 
combines timeless style with the latest flame-effect technology, perfect for modern 
or traditional interiors.

Framed by a cool, smooth grey surround, the realistic ‘flame and smoke’ fire is integrated 
within a stunning Carrara marble-effect chamber, creating a luxurious yet understated 
focal point for any room.

Offering the beauty of a real fire and the convenience of an electric fireplace, Optimyst 
technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 3-dimensional 
look of an open fire. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth from the concealed 
heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

•  Optimyst realistic flame pattern
• Glowing log fuel bed 
• Marble effect chamber 
• Provides 1kW - 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Smooth Grey c/w Carrara White chamber                                                         

Larino

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1070mm 1200mm (48”) 400mm  

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Larino
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
A perfect mix of design detail and modern drama, the Italia Napoli Optimyst 
electric fireplace draws attention to the flames, creating a striking focal point  
in any room.

In a range of finishes so you can match it to your décor, the contrasting grey slate-
effect chamber is home to the eye-catching and realistic Optimyst fire.

Blending the charm of a real fire with the convenience of an electric fireplace, 
Optimyst technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 
3-dimensional look of an open fire. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth from 
the concealed heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

• Optimyst fire technology
• 1 & 2kW heat settings with flame effect only setting
• Can be installed against any flat wall 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Sandstone 
• Terrano Grey 
• Smooth White

Napoli

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

979mm 1210mm (48”) 400mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Napoli
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
A statement design that blends clean lines with eye-catching texture, the 
Italia Salerno Optimyst electric fireplace is a classic look that’s at home in a 
contemporary or traditional interior.

The smooth white surround contrasts strikingly with the Tuscan grey marble-effect 
chamber, complete with realistic glowing log-effect fire, to bring elegance and homely 
style to any room.

Combining the beauty of an open fire with the ease of an electric fireplace, Optimyst 
technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 
3-dimensional ‘flame and smoke’ effect. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth 
from the concealed heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

•  Optimyst realistic flame pattern
• Glowing log fuel bed 
• Marble effect chamber 
• Provides 1kW - 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Flat to wall installation – No need for a chimney 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Smooth White c/w Tuscan Grey chamber                                                            

Salerno

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1102mm 1275mm (50”) 400mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Salerno 
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
A traditional design with a modern twist, the soft curves of the Italia Siena  
Optimyst electric fireplace create a look that’s both elegant and timeless.

Choose from three painted finishes or a natural oak effect to complement your room. 
All feature the charcoal high-gloss chamber which is a perfect backdrop for the 
realistic Optimyst flames.

Giving you the appeal of a real fire and the ease of an electric fireplace, Optimyst 
technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 
3-dimensional look of an open fire. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth from 
the concealed heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

• Optimyst fire technology
• 1 & 2kW heat settings with flame effect only setting
• Can be installed against any flat wall
• 400mm tray size, which can also be supplied with wider 600mm optimyst fire 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Natural Oak
• Sandstone
• Terrano Grey
• Smooth White

Siena

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

970mm 1156mm (46”) 415mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Siena

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
Simple yet stunning, the Italia Verona Optimyst electric fireplace will bring 
impressive and confident style to contemporary or classic homes.

Choose from a trio of surround finishes to complete your room. All feature the black 
high-gloss chamber which sets off the realistic ‘flame and smoke’ effect Optimyst fire, 
for a wow-factor look that’s striking and polished.

Blending the charm of a real fire with the convenience of an electric fireplace, 
Optimyst technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 
3-dimensional look of an open fire. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth from 
the concealed heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

• Optimyst fire technology
• 1 & 2kW heat settings with flame effect only setting
• Can be installed against any flat wall
• 400mm tray size, which can also be supplied with wider 600mm optimyst fire 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Sandstone 
• Smooth White 
• Terrano Grey

Verona

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

1008mm 1260mm (50”) 408mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Verona
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Italia Optimyst Electric Fireplace
An elegant and classically-inspired design, the subtle detail of the Italia 
Vittoria Optimyst electric fireplace makes it a natural choice for a traditional 
or timeless home.

Designed to impress, the distinctive red brick chamber, which houses the Optimyst 
fire, will cast a warming glow into any room – and thanks to a choice of finishes, you 
can complement your interior colour scheme.

Offering the homely feel of a real fire with the ease of an electric fireplace, Optimyst 
technology creates a fine mist which is illuminated to create the convincing 
3-dimensional look of an open fire. A remote control allows you to enjoy warmth 
from the concealed heater or the Optimyst glow on its own for a welcoming look.

Features

• Optimyst fire technology
• 1 & 2kW heat settings with flame effect only setting
• Can be installed against any flat wall 
• One year warranty

Available Finishes

• Sandstone 
• Terrano Grey 
• Smooth White

Vittoria

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

949mm 1212mm (48”) 410mm

ITALIA OPTIMYST

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Vittoria
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Update your existing electric fireplace eff ortlessly with our range of 
inset fires – in a selection of stylish designs and finishes, to compliment 
classic and modern interiors. 

Each fits directly into a standard 16” cut-out and features a realistic LED flame-
eff ect for a warming glow, with a choice of four mood settings to create your 
perfect ambience.

Features

• Thermostat control maintains a comfortable room temperature 
• Choice of realistic log or coal fuel bed
• Choice of Brass or Chrome cast finishes (excluding Rome)
• Flame eff ect only setting on remote control 

Electric 
Inset Fires

Capri Inset Electric Fire
Polished Chrome Cast 
or Antique Brass Cast

Enjoy warmth & a welcoming glow with our

INSET ECO ELECTRIC FIRES

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Inset Eco Electric Fires

Rome Inset Electric Fire
Chrome/Black

Torino Inset Electric Fire
Polished Chrome Cast 
or Antique Brass Cast

Sicily Inset Electric Fire
Antique Brass Cast

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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Wall Mounted Electric Fireplace
This sleek wall mounted electric fire with a contemporary flat black glass 
fascia provides a stunning  focal point for any flat wall without the need 
for a flue or chimney.

The luxurious LED flame effect flickers, glows and illuminates, whilst the fuel 
bed provides a homely feel with an array of pebbles & crystals.

Supplied with a remote smart control - the flame effect has a choice of five 
brightness levels, and the soothing ambient lighting behind the fire illuminates 
the wall with a choice of 13 colours.

Features

• 960mm (38”) wall mounted electric fire with Flat Black Glass fascia
• Latest LED flame technology for long life & low energy consumption
• Provides up to 2kW heat output with a flame only setting
• Ambient back lighting with choice of 13 colours
• Digital Remote provides a 7 day programmer & electronic thermostat

Corvus

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

430mm 960mm (38”) 129mm

WALL MOUNTED ECO ELECTRIC FIRE

https://www.katell.co.uk/
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The Italia Collection  |  Wall Mounted Eco Electric Fire
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Technical Information

Model Mantel Width Hearth Width Heath Depth Height Heat Input/Output Finish Options

Amalfi 1250mm (49") 1220mm (48") 400mm 1030mm up to 2kW Smooth Grey, 
Terrano Grey

Delfina 1440mm (57") 1440mm (57") 300mm 880mm up to 2kW Pearlescent River, 
Pearlescent Sand, 
Smooth White

Luminess 63" 1500mm (59") 1600mm (63") 302mm 902mm up to 2kW Smooth White,
Terrano Grey

Luminess 83" 2000mm (79") 2100mm (83") 302mm 902mm up to 2kW Smooth White,
Terrano Grey

Merone 1304mm (51") 1304mm (51") 360mm 951mm up to 2kW Pearlescent River, 
Pearlescent Sand, 
Smooth White, 
Smooth Grey

Palermo 47" 1186mm (47") 1186mm (47") 350mm 1026mm up to 2kW Pearlescent River, 
Pearlescent Sand, 
Smooth White

Palermo 57" 1459mm (57") 1459mm (57") 350mm 1126mm up to 2kW Pearlescent River, 
Pearlescent Sand, 
Smooth White

Savona 1160mm (46") 1460mm (57") 269mm 668mm up to 2kW Smooth White, 
Smooth Grey

Valdina 47" 1194mm (47") 1194mm (47") 310mm 982mm up to 2kW Pearlescent River, 
Pearlescent Sand, 
Smooth White

Valdina 57" 1448mm (57") 1448mm (57") 310mm 1057mm up to 2kW Pearlescent River, 
Pearlescent Sand, 
Smooth White

ITALIA ECO FIREPLACES
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Model Mantel Width Hearth Width Heath Depth Height Heat Input/Output Finish Options

Arona 1215mm (48") 1215mm (48") 400mm 1069mm 1/2kW Smooth White 
c/w DiBosc Grey 
Chamber

Genoa 1223mm (48") 1223mm (48") 400mm 1112mm 1/2kW Smooth White

Larino 1200mm (48") 1200mm (48") 400mm 1070mm 1/2kW Smooth White 
c/w Carrara white 
chamber

Napoli 1210mm (48") 1210mm (48") 400mm 979mm 1/2kW Sandstone, 
Terrano Grey, 
Smooth White

Salerno 1275mm (50") 1275mm (50") 400mm 1102mm 1/2kW Smooth White 
c/w Tuscan Grey 
Chamber

Siena 1156mm (46") 1156mm (46") 415mm 970mm 1/2kW Natural Oak, 
Sandstone,
Terrano Grey, 
Smooth White

Verona 1160mm (46") 1260mm (50") 408mm 1008mm 1/2kW Sandstone, 
Terrano Grey, 
Smooth White

Vittoria 1212mm (46") 1212mm (48") 410mm 949mm 1/2kW Sandstone, 
Terrano Grey, 
Smooth White

Model Width Height Depth Inset Width Heat Input/Output Finish Options

Capri 510mm 595mm 75mm 400mm 1/2kW Antique Brass, 
Polished Chrome 
Cast

Rome 510mm 595mm 75mm 400mm 1/2kW Chrome/Black 

Sicily 540mm 650mm 102mm 400mm 1/2kW Antique Brass

Torino 530mm 610mm 75mm 400mm 1/2kW Antique Brass, 
Polished Chrome 
Cast

Model Width Hearth Width Depth Height Heat Input/Output Finish Options

Corvus 960mm N/A 129mm 430mm up to 2kW Black Glass

ITALIA OPTIMYST

INSET ECO ELECTRIC FIRES

WALL MOUNTED ECO ELECTRIC FIRE
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